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Abstract

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an important analytical

technique in a variety of fields ranging from in-situ terrestrial geological field

investigations to robotic exploration missions of extraterrestrial bodies such

as Mars. In this study, the performance of a commercial handheld LIBS

instrument was evaluated during an international summer school in 2019

that focused on the exploration of extreme environments on Earth and in

space. Several sites on the Eolian island Vulcano (Italy) were investigated

with different spectroscopic methods including LIBS. We focus here on the

exploration of one particular outcrop with LIBS, where layered and colored

ash deposits were observed. Furthermore, a laboratory study was performed
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to investigate and validate the effect of varying distance of the instrument to

the sample. Unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) for data ex-

ploration showed that elemental variations between the layers of the outcrop

can be observed with the LIBS data from the handheld instrument. This

was further confirmed by a layer-by-layer analysis of elemental correlations

and depositional trends. Geologically relevant major elements such as Si, Al,

Ca, Fe, K, Mg, and Na could be identified but also minor and trace elements

such as F, Li, Mn, and Sr. Our results also show that the effects of varying

distances of the instrument to the sample are critical for the quality of the

data acquired and hence pose significant challenges to the analysis and in-

terpretation. We propose a dedicated data pre-processing approach, which

includes the masking of emission lines of Ar from the locally induced Ar

atmosphere, as a possible solution to overcome this challenge. Overall, this

study provides a better understanding of the performance and limitations of

a handheld LIBS instrument, particularly in the context of future terrestrial

and planetary field investigations.

Keywords: LIBS, portable, in-field, elemental analysis, geochemical, ash

layers

1. Introduction1

For fast multi-elemental analysis, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy2

(LIBS) is a powerful technique in various fields and applications [1], for ex-3

ample, in the steel [2] and nuclear industry [3], in food analysis [4], and in4

cultural heritage [5]. Another important application of LIBS is the geochem-5

ical analysis of samples in laboratories or samples in their geological context6
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in the field [6–8]. Geomaterial analysis in the field extends even to applica-7

tions beyond Earth and LIBS gains more and more relevance for applications8

during the robotic exploration of extraterrestrial bodies. The first LIBS in-9

strument for space exploration is the ChemCam instrument [9, 10], which10

is part of the scientific payload of NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory (MSL),11

also known as Curiosity, and which has been analyzing the Martian surface12

since its landing in 2012 in Gale crater [11].13

The LIBS technique is sensitive to atmospheric conditions where in par-14

ticular the thin atmosphere at Mars’ surface (7 mbar of mainly CO2) is close15

to ideal for LIBS analysis [12]. There will be an enhanced follow-up in-16

strument to ChemCam called SuperCam on NASA’s Mars 2020 mission [13]17

and other LIBS instruments are planned and proposed for the exploration of18

different extraterrestrial objects [14–18]. Planetary exploration using LIBS19

instruments is envisaged for in-situ geochemical analysis of superficial rocks20

and soils in order to reconstruct the geological history of a particular site on21

the extraterrestrial body, similar to geochemical investigations on Earth.22

Compared with other analytical methods, the strength of the LIBS tech-23

nique lies in its instrumental simplicity, apparent ease of use, and versa-24

tility. For LIBS, a pulsed high-power laser is focused onto the surface of25

the target resulting in the ablation of material which further evolves into26

a micro-plasma. Excited atoms, ions, and simple molecules in the plasma27

emit a characteristic radiation from which the elemental composition of the28

target can be derived by spectral analysis [19]. In general, the irradiance29

threshold for the breakdown depends on the material properties but for solid30

targets an irradiance of ≈ 1 GW cm2 is considered to produce stable LIBS31
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plasmas suited for analysis [20, 8]. Usually, only optical access is necessary32

for analyzing samples with LIBS and sample preparation is not mandatory,33

nevertheless, LIBS results can be substantially improved by using dedicated34

sample preparation strategies [21, 6, 22]. But still, the possibility to measure35

without the need for sample preparation makes LIBS especially useful for36

applications where samples are difficult to access, or where targets are to be37

analyzed in their original context or when a particularly quick analysis is38

required.39

Besides its high ease of use, the LIBS technique has several advantages40

for geochemical in-situ investigations. For example, while light elements with41

atomic number< 6 are challenging to detect with other elemental analysis42

methods such as electron micro probe [23] or alpha particle x-ray spectrom-43

etry [24], LIBS is sensitive to all elements including H. Furthermore, all ele-44

ments can be simultaneously detected in real time which enables fast on-site45

multi-elemental analysis. The sampling area of LIBS instruments depends46

on the laser spot size on the sample surface which is usually in the range of47

50-300µm. This allows to detect changes in the elemental composition and48

therefore mineral variations on a small scale, and to investigate even small49

sized grains and features. The capability of using LIBS in the field with-50

out the need to collect samples, is a great benefit of LIBS for geochemical51

analysis [8, 6].52

Nevertheless, the LIBS technique has also some challenges. These arise53

mainly from the sensitivity of the LIBS plasma to chemical and physical prop-54

erties of the sample, also known as matrix effects, as well as to experimental55

parameters and conditions [19, 20, 8]. In particular for the complex geologi-56
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cal samples, this results typically in a low reproducibility of LIBS data which57

can then affect the accuracy of calibration models used for predicting elemen-58

tal abundances [25]. Besides analytical approaches for reducing the influence59

of matrix effects, statistical methods such as principal component analy-60

sis (PCA) and partial least squares regression (PLS-R) are standard methods61

in LIBS data analysis [26].62

For this study, LIBS data was collected during an interdisciplinary sum-63

mer school held on Vulcano (Eolian Islands, Italy) in June 2019. The summer64

school focused on the robotic exploration of extreme environments ranging65

from the deep sea to planetary analogues. Vulcano offers a broad range66

of volcanic terrains, morphology and rock types for such planetary analog67

studies [27]. The geological evolution of Vulcano commences from 127 ka to68

present days, with the last major eruptive phase occurring in 1890 [27]. A69

number of eruptive episodes developed the present day morphology of the70

island, consisting of two intersecting caldera in the southern and central part71

of the island, and a smaller, more recent cone complex to the North, called72

Vulcanello. On Vulcano, a broad chemical variability of igneous products can73

be found, ranging from basalt to rhyolite, and including particularly alkaline74

products such as shoshonite and trachyte [28]. Hence, Vulcano is an ideal site75

to test new instruments and methods for geochemical investigation as it is76

possible to analyze a broad range of volcanic deposits, both in chemistry and77

physical properties. Different sites on the island were not only investigated78

with LIBS but also with other spectroscopic instruments such as a visible and79

near infrared spectro-radiometer and a portable Raman spectrometer. The80

three spectroscopic methods are of high interest for planetary in-situ explo-81
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ration by mobile spacecrafts. A combined analysis of the data from all three82

spectroscopic techniques is planned and first results can be found in [29, 30].83

Besides the spectroscopic analysis, further experiments were conducted with84

the general objective of the summer school to learn about robotic exploration85

for space and deep sea research. Regarding the robotic in-situ exploration of86

planets and other bodies in the Solar System, the island offers the possibility87

to study various planetary analogous sites with igneous minerals in volcanic88

ashes, glasses or just lava flows that might be found similarly on other bodies89

showing volcanism in the Solar System [31]. Evaluating the performance, ap-90

plicability, and potential of the different spectroscopic methods at this place91

has therefore a high relevance and can provide input for present and future92

robotic space exploration missions.93

For the LIBS measurements, a commercial handheld LIBS instrument94

was used (details in Section 2). In recent studies, the same type of instru-95

ment was used to analyze collected geological samples in laboratories where96

promising outcomes for mineral identification and elemental quantification97

were reported relying on statistical as well as on analytical approaches [32–98

36]. One group also reported first tests from a volcanic field-site in New99

Mexico, USA [37]. A recent review gives an overview of the growing product100

range of handheld LIBS instruments and studies using these [38]. Most pre-101

sented studies focus on the evaluation of quantification accuracies on samples102

measured in a laboratory setting which is a crucial factor for the performance103

of LIBS instruments. However, in this work we evaluate the performance of104

such a commercial handheld LIBS instrument directly in the field without the105

purpose of reporting quantitative results. We analyzed the natural surface in106
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its original environment, which poses additional challenges compared to mea-107

surements in the laboratory. Experimental parameters such as the sampling108

distance and the angle of incidence of the laser can be fixed in laboratory109

measurements which usually improves the performance of LIBS measure-110

ments. Moreover, while it is an advantage of LIBS that sample preparation111

is not necessarily needed, samples with, for example, ideally flat surfaces can112

be prepared for laboratory LIBS investigations for improved LIBS measure-113

ments [22]. In the field, however, ideal positioning of the used handheld LIBS114

instrument is not always possible and affects the collected data.115

The focus of this study is to analyze the performance of a commercial116

handheld LIBS device in a field setting and to identify the associated chal-117

lenges compared with laboratory studies. We first present methods to vali-118

date our approach using a laboratory study simulating varying distances be-119

tween the instrument and sample. We then discuss our LIBS data acquired120

at a field site on the island Vulcano characterised by layered volcanic ash. A121

PCA analysis was then performed on this dataset as a first data exploration122

method followed by a detailed layer-by-layer investigation of the observed123

elemental emission line intensities with respect to the expected mineralogy124

of the outcrop. Even though the LIBS spectral characteristics depend on125

the specific experimental parameters and local ambient conditions, our re-126

sults provide general and practical considerations for both terrestrial and127

extraterrestrial applications such as by robotic platforms or for human in-128

situ exploration of the Moon [39], where astronauts could be equipped with a129

handheld LIBS instrument to analyze the geochemical composition of lunar130

rocks and regolith.131
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2. Instrumentation and method132

2.1. LIBS handheld device and method133

For the field measurements, a commercial portable handheld LIBS instru-134

ment, namely a Sci-Aps Z-300, was used. The instrument uses a Nd:YAG135

laser operated at its fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm with a repetition136

rate of 10 Hz and a laser energy of 5-6 mJ per pulse. The focused laser beam137

size is in the order of 50µm. A wide spectral range of 190-950 nm is cov-138

ered by three spectrometers which are equipped with charge-coupled devices139

(CCD).A detailed description of the predecessor model Z-500 can be found140

in [32]. The difference lies only in the smaller spectral range of the Z-300,141

as compared to the Z-500. The wavelength calibration is done internally by142

the instrument by pointing the laser to a metal plate inside the instrument143

when the instrument is switched on. This calibration needs to be repeated144

after a fixed time interval which was set to 30 min in our case, to account for145

changing conditions such as the instrument’s inner temperature. The volume146

in which the LIBS plasma evolves is kept under a constant Ar flow of 12 psi147

during the measurement because emission line intensities are usually stronger148

in Ar atmosphere than in ambient (terrestrial) conditions [40, 41]. The LIBS149

plasma, and therefore its emission characteristics, depend on the atmospheric150

pressure and gas composition where physical properties of the gases such as151

the ionization energy and the heat capacity are important factors [42]. This152

is a critical aspect to consider when planning a LIBS instrument for planetary153

exploration as other planetary bodies have different atmospheric conditions154

from Earth, resulting in different LIBS plasma characteristics [16]. With155

regards to Ar, its physical properties are beneficial for LIBS analysis com-156
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pared to terrestrial conditions as discussed in detail by [40]. Furthermore,157

the LIBS plasma in Ar atmosphere has a nearly uniform distribution of tem-158

perature and electron density which reduces the effect of self-absorption and159

emission line shifts [43]. However, it is important to point out that the use160

of Ar results in the emission lines of Ar appearing in the LIBS spectra. At-161

mospheric emission lines are common in LIBS data obtained in non-vacuum162

conditions as species from the atmosphere contribute to the plasma, such as163

carbon emission from a Martian atmosphere [44], or nitrogen in LIBS spectra164

obtained in terrestrial conditions.165

A single measurement with the handheld LIBS instrument consists of a166

raster with multiple ablation points. For this field study and the laboratory167

study (see Section 2.3), a 3× 4 raster was selected in which the distance168

between the outer borders of individual craters is ≈ 40µm. At each point,169

five successive laser pulses are done, but only the radiation from the last three170

induced plasmas is recorded. The first two laser pulses are called ”cleaning171

shots” as the shock-wave of the LIBS plasma removes dust or superficial172

contamination from the sample and thin layers (e.g. from weathering) are173

ablated. The detector measures the radiation from each plasma starting after174

a delay of 630 ns after the laser pulse and during an integration time of 1 ms.175

The described settings of timing, size of the raster, and number of laser pulses176

can be changed, however, we measured all samples with the same settings177

for a better comparability. The measured spectra of each individual point in178

the raster, except for the cleaning shots, is accumulated and from the whole179

raster, an average spectrum is obtained.180
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Figure 1: Illustration of one of the major challenges for LIBS field measurements with the

handheld device: surfaces that are not flat on the scale of the instrument’s contact flat

surface (45× 22 mm2) can not be measured with a direct contact between the instrument

and the sample. As a consequence, the distances can vary in the range of a few centimeters.
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2.2. Application in the field181

As the measurements were performed in the field it was not possible to182

keep the experimental conditions as constant and ideal as in a controlled ex-183

periment in the laboratory. The experimental parameters that were changing184

the most in the field were the instrument distance to the sample, the angle of185

incidence of the laser radiation on the naturally rough surfaces and the angle186

under which the plasma radiation is collected. The analysis window of the187

instrument is located in a flat surface with an area of size 2.2×4.5 cm2 which188

should be placed in contact to the ideally flat sample surface for optimal data189

acquisition. If the contact between the instrument and the sample’s surface190

is not well accomplished, the sampling area might not be in the best focus191

position for the most effective material ablation. This was frequently the192

case for the samples analyzed in the field and a sketch illustrating this situa-193

tion is shown in Figure 1. The encountered natural surfaces on Vulcano were194

often rough on scales much smaller than the flat area of the instrument and195

therefore challenging to measure with the handheld LIBS device. This led to196

LIBS spectra acquired with varying distances on the scale of millimeters up197

to a few centimeters between the sample surface and the instrument. Related198

to variations in the sampling distance is the contribution of Ar atoms to the199

LIBS plasma from the introduced Ar atmosphere as it can change depending200

on where the breakdown takes place. Another experimental parameter that201

was changing in the field was the surrounding temperature which does not202

affect the LIBS plasma itself but can slightly change the detection geometry203

and therefore the wavelength calibration. Consequently, recalibration of the204

wavelength was done regularly.205
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During the data analysis some spectra showed strong emission lines of206

Ar and contain almost no signals from other elements. The presence of Ar207

emissions in the spectra was expected but not the relatively strong impact208

on the spectra quality. In such cases, it is most likely that the distance to209

the sample was too large to create the LIBS plasma on the surface of the210

sample and the breakdown was almost completely in the Ar atmosphere.211

These spectra provide no relevant information about the geochemistry of212

the investigated samples and were therefore rejected from further analysis.213

An example of such a spectrum is shown in Figure 2 (top) where strong Ar214

emission lines in the spectral range above 650 nm (marked with dashed line)215

can be seen. During the measurement campaign, it was difficult to control the216

exact distance to the sample and hence the quality of the LIBS spectra. An217

automated procedure to identify and remove these primarily Ar spectra was218

applied after data collection. The procedure relies on summing the counts in219

the spectral ranges below and above 650 nm, respectively. All Ar emission220

lines are in the spectral range above 650 nm and if the ratio of the summed221

counts above and below is larger than one, the spectrum was rejected. With222

this approach, ≈ 14 % of the spectra, 8 out of 57 spectra, were rejected.223

An example for a spectrum which was not rejected and contains relevant224

geochemical information is shown in Figure 2 (bottom).225

2.3. Laboratory study: effect of varying distance226

As the distance of the instrument to the sample was found to strongly in-227

fluence the quality of the LIBS data, a laboratory experiment was performed228

to investigate how this affects in particular the Ar emission. A gypsum229

(CaSO4 x 2 H2O) pellet was chosen as the target sample for its homogeneity230
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Figure 2: Top: Example of a spectrum with strong Ar emission lines (marked with stars)

and with almost no other information. The total intensity of this spectrum is dominated

by emission lines above 650 nm (dashed line). The ratio of the integrated intensities above

and below 650 nm is larger than one and the spectrum was rejected from further analysis.

Bottom: Example of a good quality spectrum with stronger emission lines in the spectral

range below 650 nm than above this wavelength. This spectrum contains information

about the elemental composition of the target and has a ratio of integrated intensities

above and below 650 nm smaller than one.
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and simple sample matrix structure. This allows to relate changes in the Ar231

emission mainly to the change in distance and reasons the choice of sam-232

ple which is not motivated by expected minerals at the measurement site233

in the field. For the experiment, the instrument was fixed and the sample234

was mounted on a stage. The height of the stage was changed from a posi-235

tion where the instrument and the sample were in direct contact to a position236

where the distance was ≈ 40 mm. At five different intermediate positions, five237

measurements were performed, respectively. Several neutral and one ionic Ca238

emission lines were chosen for the analysis. All Ar emission lines in the data239

were identified to come from only neutral Ar. Two moderately intense and240

free standing Ar lines, one close to 700 nm and one Ar line near the end of the241

spectral range beyond 900 nm were selected for analysis. All emission lines242

were fitted with Lorentzian line shapes in each of the five spectra per position243

and the intensities were averaged. In Figure 3, the intensities of the Ar and244

Ca emission lines are shown for increasing distance between the sample and245

the instrument, and different trends of the Ca and the Ar emission lines can246

be observed. The emission lines of Ca(I) and Ca(II), which come from the247

sample matrix, are overall decreasing with increasing distances. However,248

the Ca (I) emission lines show a small increase from 0 mm distance to 10 mm249

distance, which is not observable for the Ca (II) emission line. Furthermore,250

the Ca (II) drops more strongly than the Ca (I) intensities after the distance251

of 20 mm. This indicates that the plasmas at larger distances have lower252

temperatures since ionized species are more abundantly present and excited253

in high temperature plasmas. In contrast to the Ca emissions, the intensities254

of Ar atoms emission lines show an increase until a distance of 20 mm and255
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then decrease for larger distances. This suggests that a distance of 20 mm256

to the sample is optimal for Ar emission, while the emission of components257

coming from the sample is reduced.258

When comparing the ratio of the integrated intensities above and below259

650 nm, as was also done for the field data, the ratio is only larger than260

or close to one for the instrument-sample distance of 40 mm. However, the261

spectra at this distance are already of a bad quality and the reason for the262

comparatively small ratio can be found in the characteristics of the LIBS263

spectrum of the gypsum sample. Gypsum has a large concentration of Ca264

(≈ 23 wt %) which is most likely larger than in the ash layers measured on265

Vulcano. Furthermore, Ca lines tend to be strong already at small concen-266

trations which is not the case for most other elements. With the gypsum267

sample, the integrated intensity below 650 nm is larger than it would be for268

samples with lower Ca abundances. Additionally, the emissions of Ca as well269

as O above 650 nm contribute to the sum of the range with the Ar emission270

lines. Thus, with such samples, the ratio at which a spectrum should be271

rejected should be chosen to be much smaller. With a threshold ratio of 0.4,272

all spectra measured at 40 mm distance, and almost all at 30 mm, would be273

rejected with the discussed approach.274

This laboratory study further shows that the Ar emission is not suited to275

compensate for effects of varying sampling distances as the emissions coming276

from elements in the sample (here: Ca) and the Ar emissions behave in277

different ways. Similar results regarding the contribution of C emission from278

a simulated martian atmosphere to LIBS plasmas were shown in [44] for other279

varying experimental conditions, such as varying laser irradiance or varying280
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Figure 3: Fitted intensities of Ar and Ca emission lines for increasing distances between

the sample and the instrument. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of five

measurements. The Ar emissions coming from the atmosphere show a slight increase

followed by a decrease while the Ca emissions decrease only with increasing distance.

grain sizes.281

2.4. Data pre-processing282

Prior to the actual data analysis, LIBS data needs to be pre-processed [25]283

and particularly for the spectra in this study, which were measured at vary-284

ing distances, a dedicated data treatment is essential. Different approaches285

for data normalization were tested and evaluated. In the literature, it is sug-286

gested that normalization to Ar emission lines contributing from the atmo-287

sphere can improve univariate calibration curves [41]. Our laboratory study288
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with varying sampling distances (Section 2.3) showed, however, that the Ar289

emissions are not suitable for normalization of our data. Despite having re-290

jected the spectra with the strongest Ar contributions, when normalizing to291

the total emission intensity the PCA outcomes were strongly influenced by292

the Ar emissions, which was observed in the PCA loadings. Variance in the293

data due to the elements of the samples remained mostly hidden with this294

approach. A similar result was obtained when normalizing to the maximum295

intensity of the spectrum. In order to avoid this strong influence of the non-296

analytical Ar emission lines on the PCA, they were masked in the spectra.297

All Ar emission lines in the present spectral range were thus replaced by the298

average of the two values at the borders of the corresponding emission line299

ranges. A list of all masked Ar emission lines can be found in Table 1. This300

approach seemed most suitable for our objective to study the geochemical301

variations and elemental trends in the ash layers with PCA. After all ob-302

served Ar emission lines were masked, the integrated emission intensity of303

each spectrum was used for normalization. In a further step the spectra were304

mean centered and divided by their standard deviation before PCA so that305

all spectra have a mean value of zero and a standard deviation of one.306

3. Investigation of volcanic deposits - description and LIBS results307

3.1. Description of the outcrop308

The island of Vulcano (Aeolian Islands, Sicily Italy) consists of several vol-309

canic edifices whose formation overlapped in time and space ([27] and refer-310

ences therein). One of the most recent areas of volcanic activity is the north-311

ern peninsula Vulcanello composed of a basal lava platform (1.9 ka) super-312
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Table 1: Ar (I) emission lines as listed in the NIST database [45] that were masked in the

spectra in order to suppress their influence on the analysis. Also shown are the ranges in

which values were replaced by the average of the two values at the end and the beginning

of the range.

λ (NIST) [nm] masked range [nm]

696.5 695.6 - 697.5

706.7 705.7 - 707.7

727.3 726.0 - 728.5

738.4 737.3 - 739.6

750.4; 751.5 749.4 - 752.7

763.5 762.1 - 764.9

772.4; 772.4 771.5 - 773.3

794.8 793.8 - 795.8

800.6; 801.5 798.6 - 803.6

810.4; 811.5 808.9 - 813.4

826.5 825.6 - 827.4

841.8; 842.5 839.9 - 843.7

852.1 851.3 - 852.9

912.3 911.4 - 913.3

922.5 921.7 - 923.1
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Figure 4: Map of Vulcano showing a detailed inset of the northern peninsula and Vul-

canello. The star symbol marks the outcrop location of this study.

imposed by three partially overlapping scoria cones (0.4 ka) aligned NE–SW313

along the northern ring fault of the La Fossa caldera [27]. An overview map314

of Vulcano with a detailed view of Vulcanello is shown in Figure 4. Vulcanello315

mostly erupted alkali-rich shoshonitic products with a few latitic products316

characterizing the last cycle of activity [46]. The outcrop investigated in this317

study is located at the foot of the southernmost cone, which is considered318

to be the youngest and is dominated by pyroclastic deposits [27]. These are319

composed of a several meters thick thinly bedded, vesciculated and multi-320

colored ashes and lapilli of the vu3b member of the Vulcanello formation [47].321

A detailed image of the outcrop is shown in Figure 5 (a).322

As described in Section 2, one LIBS measurement in this study consists of323
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Figure 5: (a) Image showing the investigated outcrop on Vulcanello with layers of dif-

ferently colored volcanic ashes. The dashed black box marks the area that can be see in

the zoom right. The layers not only differ in color, some of them are hard rocky surfaces

while the majority consists of loose, poorly consolidated material. (b) Schematic drawing

of measurement procedure. In each layer, three different locations were measured while at

each position material was ablated in a raster of 3×4 positions.
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a raster with 12 ablation zones in total. A schematic drawing of the measure-324

ment procedure for the investigated ash layers can be seen in Figure 5 (b). In325

each layer, three LIBS measurements were acquired and in total, 19 layers326

were investigated of which the uppermost layers can be seen in the zoom327

in Figure 5 (a). For a better traceability, we assigned numbers to the layers328

from top to bottom along with a color code of ”gray”, ”red”, ”orange”, or329

”yellow” based on our visual inspection. Repeated colors were numbered as330

well. A list of the labeled layers is provided in Table 2 and can be used for331

comparison with the image of the outcrop in Figure 5 (a). Not only the colors332

of the layers change but also their physical appearance as some layers appear333

harder while others are more brittle and less robust in comparison, and some334

even crumbled during the measurement. This is an additional aspect that335

needs to be considered in the LIBS analysis since the quality of a spectrum is336

influenced by the laser-matter interaction and how well the laser couples to337

the sample mainly depends on the physical matrix of the sample. In general,338

harder and more consolidated materials produce better LIBS spectra while339

loose materials and even soils are more difficult to analyze with LIBS.340

3.2. LIBS spectra341

For a first overview of the data, the average and in some cases single LIBS342

spectra are shown for each layer in Figure 6. The spectra are presented in343

the order of the layers from top to bottom and their colors correspond to the344

assigned layer color. In these spectra, the Ar emission lines were not masked345

as described in Section 2.4 to emphasize that they are present in all spectra346

with variable intensities. For each layer, n gives the number of spectra and347

some intervals with strong emission lines of Si, Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Na, CaF, H,348
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Table 2: Naming of the layers from top to bottom. The first (top) layer is layer 1 and has

the name gray 1 while the last (bottom) measured layer is gray 6.

Layer Naming Layer Naming

1 gray 1 11 yellow 2

2 red 1 12 orange 3

3 orange 1 13 gray 4

4 gray 2 14 orange 4

5 yellow 1 15 orange 5

6 red 2 16 red 5

7 gray 3 17 gray 5

8 red 3 18 yellow 3

9 red 4 19 gray 6

10 orange 2
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Figure 6: Mean spectra or single spectrum of each layer in the order from top to bottom

to be compared with Figure 5. Here, the spectra were normalized by their total emission

intensity but the Ar emission lines in the spectral range > 650 nm were not masked in order

to visualize their influence. For each layer n indicates the number of available spectra that

were averaged if n > 1. Spectral ranges of Si, Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Na, CaF, H, K, and O

emissions are marked in light red.
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K, and O were marked in light red but clearly each spectrum contains more349

emission lines which could not all be marked in this representation.350

3.3. Data exploration - PCA351

In order to explore the data and to investigate chemical variations of352

the different ash layers, a PCA was performed with the LIBS spectra that353

fulfilled our quality criterion. In Figure 7, the PC 1/PC 2, PC 3/PC 4, and354

PC 5/PC 6 score plots are shown. For each PC, the explained variance in355

the data by the particular PC is given in brackets. The accumulated sum of356

the explained variance up to PC 6 is 89.9 %. This indicates that the variance357

in the dataset is distributed over multiple spectral features, as 10 PCs (not358

shown here) are needed to explain more than 95 % of variance in the data.359

Furthermore, for interpretation and discussion of the PCA, the loadings of360

PC 1-6 are given in Figure 8. The loadings indicate correlations between the361

PCs and spectral features, and thus how large the influence of these spectral362

features on the particular PC is.363

In general, regarding the score plots in Figure 7, where the score value of364

a spectrum is colored by the color of the corresponding layer obtained from365

visual inspection, no clustering or trend due to the layer color is observable.366

However, colors ascribed to the layers are qualitatively and subjective. For367

individual layers, which are represented by symbols in the score plots (Fig-368

ure 7), similar trends for all spectra from the same layer can be seen in some369

cases. For example, the scores of layer red5 are relatively close to each other370

in all three score plots. Furthermore, there are also cases where the scores of371

two spectra from one layer are very similar and plot close together while the372

third one has score values rather different from the others and plots further373
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Figure 7: Score plots of PC 1/PC 2, PC 3/PC 4, and PC 5/PC 6 where the number in

brackets is the explained variance of the dataset by each component. The colors correspond

to the color of the layer attributed from visual inspection while the symbol indicates

individual layers. There is no distinct grouping according to layer color observable, but

for some individual layers consistent trends for spectra from the same layer can be seen.
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away, see for example the scores of layer yellow1. In general, these trends374

are promising as they allow to observe elemental variations among the layers375

and to evaluate the homogeneity of the layers as well as the reproducibility of376

the measurements. Larger distances between score values of spectra from the377

same layer can serve as an indication for the two latter mentioned factors.378

However, besides the occasionally observable trends, a clear clustering due to379

the individual layers is not observable. One reason for this can be the already380

discussed not well controllable distance between the sample and the instru-381

ment which introduces variations among the spectra of one layer. To reduce382

those experimental influences as seen in this analysis and to increase high383

quality data per layer it would be worthwhile to analyze more positions per384

layer in future geochemical field investigations with such a handheld LIBS385

device. In the following, we discuss briefly the observations from the PCA386

to reveal correlations and give interpretations on the score values and the387

loadings.388

First, the loadings of PC 1 mainly distinguish between spectra with rather389

strong emission signals of Ca, K, and O as well as molecular emission bands390

of CaF and spectra with relatively strong emission lines of Al, Si, Mg, and391

Na. Molecular emission bands, as those of CaF, can serve as an indirect392

detection of elements which are otherwise challenging to detect in the used393

spectral range (200-900 nm) such as Cl and F [48–50]. For the Ca emission394

lines, the neutral and single ionized lines behave differently. The neutral Ca395

emission lines emit in a spectral range larger than 400 nm and have positive396

correlations with PC 1. On the other hand, the ionized Ca emission lines397

are in the spectral range below 400 nm and show only small correlations398
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Figure 8: Loadings of PC 1-PC 6. Positive values indicate a positive correlation with the

PCs resulting in positive score values of spectra which have features at these particular

positions. For negative loadings the opposite applies. For clarity, annotations of the

elements were not done for each PC. For some Ca features, the ionization state was given

as anti-correlations of neutral and first ionized Ca emissions were observed.
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with PC 1 that are overall negative, except for the Ca (II) line at 315.9 nm.399

One reason for this difference could be changing plasma conditions, such as400

different plasma temperatures and electron densities that favor either neutral401

or ionized Ca emission. But also the varying distance could be responsible as402

slightly different trends with distance were observed for neutral and ionized403

Ca emission lines in the laboratory study discussed in Section 2.3. A zoom of404

the loadings of the 6 PCs to the spectral range 390-400 nm where two Al (I)405

and two Ca (II) can be found is shown in Figure 9. The dashed lines mark the406

expected center positions of the emission lines and differences in the emission407

line shapes and positions are observable for all PCs. These changes could408

be caused by self-absorption or line shifts. Self-absorption is an effect where409

highly abundant elements emit photons in the hot plasma core which are410

reabsorbed by atoms of the same element in the colder outer plasma regions.411

This can lead to more broadened emission lines and even dips in the center of412

emission lines [19, 7]. Line shifts can occur because of different surrounding413

pressure conditions [51] but also because of instrumental factors such as414

the collection angle (sub-optimal positioning of the instrument can lead to415

aberrations) or the repeated wavelength calibration that was necessary due416

to the heat. For PC 1 the observed shapes of the Ca (II) emission lines are417

most likely a result of different degrees of self-absorption. Stronger self-418

absorbed lines have more extended wings which show a negative correlation419

with PC 1. To conclude, it is challenging in particular for the Ca (II) emission420

to derive interpretations related to abundances in the layers as these lines421

show influences of plasma as well as instrumental conditions.422

PC 2 has the largest positive correlations with Al, Na, H, K, and O emis-423
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sion lines, which can indicate the presence of alkali-rich feldspars in layers424

which high score values on factor 2. On the other hand, negative correlations425

are mainly observed for Ca emissions, neutrals and first ionized ones.426

PC 3 shows the strongest positive correlation with the usually strongest427

Ca (II) emission lines at 393.4 nm and 396.8 nm, see Figure 9. Narrow Ca (II)428

lines have a positive correlation while broader, most likely self-absorbed,429

emission lines have a negative correlation with PC 3. Other positive corre-430

lations are observed for H and O emission lines but much smaller than the431

narrow Ca (II) emission lines.432

PC 4 reveals a strong influence of Mg, Na, and Ca (I) emission lines re-433

sulting in negative score values for spectra that exhibit these features. On434

the other hand, stronger H and O features lead to positive score values on435

PC 4. Ca (II) emission lines reveal an influence of the line position of the two436

strongest ones on PC 4, see Figure 9.437

PC 5 mainly separates spectra with somewhat stronger emission lines of438

Fe, Si, Mg, and K from those with Ca features. For this PC, a further439

inconsistent observation can be made for neutral Al emission lines, as the440

lines at 308.2 nm and 309.3 nm have a positive correlation with PC 5 while441

the ones at 394.4 nm and 396.2 nm have a negative one. This means, as442

already seen for Ca emissions, that no relative quantitative conclusions from443

PC 5 can be made for Al concentrations in the layers.444

PC 6, finally, has positive correlations with emission lines of the alkalis445

Na and K as well as with Si and is the first PC that shows clear Sr emission446

lines. Negative correlations are observable mainly for Fe and Mg emissions.447

Especially, the influence of Fe is higher on PC 6 than on all other previous448
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Figure 9: Same plot of the loadings as in Figure 8 but zoomed to the spectral range 390-

400 nm in order to better visualize the different line shapes of the Ca (II) emission lines

in the loadings. Line shapes that show not only changing peak heights but dips or zero

crossings indicate that not only the intensity of the particular element has an influence on

the PC. Effects that contribute to those line shapes can be, for example, shifts in the line

position due to experimental conditions or self absorption of emission lines.
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discussed PCs. The PC 5/PC 6 score plot in Figure 7, reveals the only but449

also slight trend due to color. Almost all spectra from layers considered as450

gray have positive score values on PC 6. Thus, red, orange, and yellow layers451

are expected to have higher Fe abundances than gray layers. The reason452

could be the presence of Fe-oxides which are responsible for reddish colors.453

To summarize the observations from the PCA, clustering was observed for454

several individual layers but not between layers due to the color label. The455

results are promising as some trends according to individual layers became456

apparent. Furthermore, the loadings indicate influences of different elemental457

combinations and allow therefore to make relative predictions of elemental458

abundances from the spectra. Nevertheless, these predictions are challeng-459

ing for elements whose emission lines show influences of line shape and line460

position in the loadings as observed mainly for Ca (II) in this analysis.461

3.4. Layer-by-layer analysis462

In addition to the PCA, a layer-by-layer analysis using univariate fits of463

several emission lines was done. Emission lines of major as well as minor464

and trace elements were fitted with Lorentzian curves. Besides the emission465

line fits, the intensity of the CaF molecular emission band was tracked by466

integrating the measured intensity in the interval 602-603.5 nm. For Ca, an467

emission line at 714 nm was selected which is less self-absorbed than the468

strong Ca (II) lines slightly below 400 nm. All results are shown in Figure 10469

as single points which are at maximum three fits for one layer. The order470

from left to right in the plot corresponds to the order top to bottom of471

the outcrop. The dashed line connects the mean values of the shown fits.472

In some cases, the fits of one layer show a large scatter around the mean473
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value, but in other cases the fitted intensities are unambiguous, which is in474

agreement with observations made in the PCA, see Section 3.3. The objective475

of this analysis is to investigate elemental correlations among the layer and476

possible depositional trends. Mostly major elements were discussed in the477

PCA analysis while in this univariate approach minor elements that often478

have only a few emission lines in the commonly used spectral range (200-479

900 m) can be included.480

Similar to the PCA, no distinct trend of element abundances related to481

color is observable. Nevertheless, except for the one spectrum of layer red4,482

the red layers are relatively enriched in Fe whose oxides are responsible for483

reddish colors. Regarding correlations between emission line intensities, a484

distinct correlation between the Al (I) and the Si (I) emission lines is visi-485

ble in Figure 10, which is confirmed by a high Pearson correlation coefficient486

of 0.97 among the measurements. Such a correlation is characteristic of487

products of volcanic origin. Additional but somewhat weaker correlations488

are observable for the alkaline elements Na and K but also for Mg and Fe489

which are typical elements of mafic rocks. The only clear anti-correlations490

according to Pearson correlations are found for the Ca (I) emission line with491

Al(I), Si (I), Fe(I), and Mg(I) line intensities. This is mostly in agreement492

with the loadings of PC 1 discussed in the previous section as those indicate493

an anti-correlation of Ca with almost all other elements, see upper plot in494

Figure 8. In general, the observed correlations are in agreement with the495

description of the ashes in [47]: The erupted lava is dominated by alkali rich496

shoshonitic products which are igneous K-rich basaltic trachyandesites con-497

taining alkali feldspars, olivines and pyroxene. Thus, the ashes are composed498
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Figure 10: Emission lines of Al, Ca, Fe, H, K, Li, Mn, Na, Si, Sr, and Mg were fitted with

Lorentzian curves and the results are shown here for the layers from top to bottom. The

intensity of the CaF molecular band are integrated intensities in the range 602-603.5 nm.

All results from the available spectra are shown while the dashed line connects the mean

values of each layer.
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of felsic and mafic minerals with high alkaline and low Ca contributions. Es-499

pecially, the observed anti-correlation of Ca with all other elements confirms500

the shoshonite-alkaline character of these igneous materials.501

For the minor and trace elements, the strong Sr signal for layer gray5502

in all three spectra is particularly noticeable. This observation can be com-503

pared with the PCA in Section 3.3 as Sr emissions were identified to have504

a positive correlation with PC 6. Indeed, all three spectra from layer gray5505

have large positive score values on PC 6. Besides this strong Sr emission in506

this layer, similar trends of the Sr emission line among the layers could be507

identified with Al, Na, and Si emission lines. The Mn emission line has the508

strongest correlation with the Fe emission line (Pearson correlation of 0.79)509

which can be an indication for redox processes. But Mn has furthermore510

positive correlations with the alkaline metals Li, Na, and K as well as with511

Mg. Similar observations can be made for the Li emission line, which has512

besides the correlation with the Mn emission, correlations with the lines of513

K, Na, and Mg. The intensities of H and CaF are variable among the layers.514

The H emission is known to be strongly influenced by matrix effects and515

experimental conditions most likely due to its low atomic mass and behave516

differently than heavier elements in the LIBS plasma [52, 44]. Thus, quan-517

titative conclusions can only be made with care, especially with the rather518

loose materials in this investigation. However, the lower part of the outcrop519

seems to be overall more hydrated than the upper part. The CaF molec-520

ular intensity cannot be related directly to F abundances [53] as the CaF521

molecules form temporarily in the plasma and their concentration depends522

also on Ca abundances. Nevertheless, the band intensity can be used for523
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estimates of the F concentration in the layers and a slight increase of the524

CaF signal after the second layer red1 is observable followed by an decrease525

after layer red4. A similar trend can be seen for the score values on PC 1,526

which has the largest positive correlations with Ca (I) emission lines, indi-527

cating that there was enough Ca present in these layers in between to form528

CaF molecules in the LIBS plasma. Thus, these layers might have higher529

abundances of F containing minerals such as fluorite (CaF2) or fluorapatite530

(Ca5F(PO4)3). Indeed, the CaF band intensity is the only feature that has531

a positive Pearson correlation (0.65) with the Ca (I) emission line.532

A distinct depositional trend is not observable in this layer-by-layer anal-533

ysis, however, the igneous products associated with elements typical for felsic534

but also mafic minerals tend to be more abundant in the lower part of the535

outcrop. The middle part of the outcrop is dominated by Ca and F abun-536

dances while the upper part tend to contain again more felsic and mafic537

minerals.538

4. Summary539

During the measurements with the commercial handheld LIBS device in540

the field, it was not possible to bring the sample surface always in direct con-541

tact with the instrument due to a limited accessibility and naturally rough542

surfaces. Consequently, spectra had to be measured with varying distances543

between target and instrument. With the laboratory measurements made on544

a gypsum sample, we identified different trends for increasing distances be-545

tween sample and handheld instrument of Ar and Ca emission lines coming546

from the atmosphere and the sample, respectively. The Ar emission lines,547
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which contain no geochemical information regarding the present field inves-548

tigation, can not be used for data normalization. Nevertheless, the approach549

of rejecting spectra, which have a ratio between the integrated intensities550

above and below 650 nm larger than one, was shown to be a useful indicator551

for the quality of the spectra. We showed that the rejection threshold should552

be chosen according to the spectra depending on their typical emission lines.553

We found that LIBS data obtained with a distance of 40 mm or more between554

sample and device are of reduced quality and not useful for further analysis.555

For this study, a dedicated pre-processing of the data was necessary. First556

approaches have shown that the influence of Ar emission lines coming from557

the atmosphere on the PCA is strong and covers therefore information of558

elemental variations. In order to avoid this, we masked all identified Ar559

emission lines in the spectra. Subsequently, each spectrum was normalized560

by its total emission intensity, mean centered, and its standard deviation was561

scaled to unity.562

For the data exploration with PCA, score and loading plots up to PC 6563

were discussed. Clustering or trends related to the color of the layers were564

not observed. However, for some individual layers similar trends for spectra565

of the same layer could be seen. Each PC revealed correlations with several566

combinations of elemental emission lines which allow therefore to do semi-567

quantitative estimates of elemental abundances for each spectrum, at least568

in relation to the other spectra. However, the loadings also show specific569

correlations with emission lines that are influenced by varying line shapes570

or line positions. From these correlations, deriving quantitative estimates571

is challenging as it is complicated to relate them to elemental abundances.572
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Moreover, effects from a varying angle between instrument and sample (line573

shifts) or self absorption are most likely responsible for these findings.574

The layer-by-layer analysis of fitted emission lines revealed correlations575

mainly between elements typical for felsic and mafic minerals in contrast to576

an anti-correlation with Ca and F. This is in agreement with the expected577

igneous minerals at the measurement site which are rich in alkalis. However,578

as in the PCA, no clear relation of emission line intensities with the assigned579

layer color was identified, except that Fe seems to be more abundant in most580

red layers. Regarding minor and trace elements, several correlations could581

be identified.582

From the present study, it can be concluded that LIBS indeed is a pow-583

erful elemental analysis technique even with the discussed challenges in field584

applications. However, if possible, experimental conditions should be kept585

as constant as possible between different measurements. The handheld LIBS586

instrument used in this work has a high ease of use but is also limited in its587

versatility because of the flat surface which has to be ideally put in full con-588

tact with the sample surface. All in all, compositional variations of the ash589

layers could be observed which was the objective of this study. The PCA as590

well as the fitted emission lines served as useful tools for the data exploration591

of the ash layers. The applied data pre-processing including the masking of592

Ar emission lines lead to the best outcomes regarding the traceability of ele-593

mental variations. In addition to the analysis, a better understanding of the594

performance and limitations of the LIBS device was obtained which can help595

to improve future field investigations using a handheld LIBS instrument but596

also give input into instrument designs for robotic or human in-situ explo-597
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ration.598

In general, based on this study, we recommend to do more than three mea-599

surements at different positions on geological features which are suspected600

to have a similar or even same elemental composition. 14 % of our measure-601

ments had to be rejected due to insufficient data quality which left not enough602

data to derive statistically meaningful geochemical differences between the603

layers. With more measurements in one layer, better estimates for the ho-604

mogeneity of the layers and the reproducibility of the LIBS measurements605

could have been possible. Another approach to improve the performance606

of the instrument could be a change in the measurement mode: Instead of607

integrating spectra of multiple induced plasmas, shot-to-shot measurements608

could be done in order to obtain data of the sample with increasing depth609

and to better understand underlying processes that influence the final LIBS610

spectrum. This procedure could also provide a measure of the homogene-611

ity of sample surfaces. Regarding the instrument, we want to emphasize612

the importance to keep the sampling distance as small as possible and the613

angle constant to maximize the performance and quality of the data when614

measuring geological samples in the field. The sensitivity to the geometric615

positioning arises from the configuration of this specific instrument and a616

similar device for astronauts or hardware for an exploration rover should be617

designed in a way that is more robust to these kinds of effects.618

5. Conclusions and outlook619

In the present study, LIBS data from in-field measurements of volcanic620

ash layers using a handheld LIBS instrument were analyzed to evaluate the621
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easy of use of such LIBs devices for terrestrial and planetary geochemical622

exploration. Additionally, measurements in the laboratory with the same623

instrument were conducted in order to investigate the effect of varying dis-624

tances between the sample and the device. An outcrop of volcanic ash on the625

Eolian island Vulcano (Italy), which provides excellent planetary analog sites,626

was measured within the framework of a Summer School held on the island627

Vulcano. In this study, we focused on the performance of a handheld LIBS628

device on geologically challenging and representative sample matrices and629

designed and investigated various data analysis strategies. We found that630

differences between the ash layers can be observed in the LIBS data. Cor-631

relations of elemental emission intensities confirmed the shoshonitc-alkaline632

character of the ashes. However, also challenges in field applications with633

the handheld LIBS device were identified which concern mainly the varying634

sample-instrument distance. Therefore, we give recommendations for future635

field investigations using LIBS handheld instrumentation.636

As mentioned in the beginning, samples were not only measured by LIBS637

but also with VIS/NIR reflectance and Raman spectroscopy. In further stud-638

ies, the combination of the data from these different spectroscopic techniques639

is planned which could further improve sample identification as they provide640

different types of data most likely enabling a more complete geological in-641

terpretation. Furthermore, dedicated calibration models for the handheld642

instrument in the particular conditions of field missions will be developed in643

order to provide quantitative results from future explorations.644
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